“Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth”

VENUE:
Sucha Beskidzka city (situated in south Poland), good quality accomodation and
beautiful views. (check this → http://sucha-beskidzka.pl/pl/646/0/turystyka.html)

WORKING LANGUAGE:
English

PARTICIPANTS AND COUNTRIES:
Participants from two countries: Lithuania and Poland.

MAIN AIM:
Main goal of this project is to tighten relations between both nations and to rise
knowledge level about history amongst group of 20 Lithuanians and Poles
through taking part in activities. In order to do so, during project we will go back
to the past, to fix the present for the better future. To accomplish this goal, we will
use 450th anniversary of Unia Lubelska, a great example of partnership and
understanding between two great nations. We strongly believe, that analysis of
our history and cultural texts, which connect both nations, will not only provide
great amount of knowledge about both countries and their societies, but will also
open new ways for cooperation as well as allow to create shared memories and
awareness, where there will not be any room for prejudice, hostility nor
stereotypes.

WEATHER:
Usually in May in Poland is it's 16°C– 21°C, but sometimes there is rainy weather
and than temperature can be lower (about 10-15°C).
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FOOD:
Daily menu will be tipically polish, prepared and served you you in our
accomodation place. There is possibility to order some wegetarian or vegan food
provided that you will report it at least 5 days before the project.

CURRENCY AND COSTS:
Our Polish currency is Zloty (PLN) 1 € equals is around 4,15 zloty. Accomodation,
meals and activities costs are covered by host organization. But you will also have
possibility to exchange money and buy anything which is not included in costs.

See you soon!
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